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CULTURE

Integrative and Overview Statements


The Construction of Identity and Boundaries: From Status Groups to the Sacred / Profane


**Culture Capital and Cultural Omnivorism**


Friedman, Sam. 2012. “Cultural Omnivores or *Culturally Homeless*? Exploring the Shifting Cultural Identities of the Upwardly Mobile.” *Poetics* 40: 467-489.


**Cultural Foundations of Economies and Markets: Rationalization and Logics**


**Careers and Fields / Worlds of Cultural Production**


Bielby, William T. and Denise D. Bielby. 1999. “Organizational Mediation of Project-Based


**Media Content: Constraints, Evolution and Framing**


**Collective Memory and Cultural Consecration**


**Media Consumption: From Active interpreters to Prosumers**


